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Steven N. Moerdyk Message from Steve
How about some Positive Financial News!!

As most of you know, I read a lot, I read all the time.... I read the Wall Street Journal every morning, I read Barron's
every week, I read several financial books every month, I subscribe to many monthly financial newsletters, and I read
and watch blogs .... I spend hours and hours scouring and researching all things financial, so you don't have to. AND
most of the news, most of the information, is negative... double dip recession, worst economy since the 1930's, no
new jobs, tax cuts are going to expire, new financial reform, etc, etc, etc ....

You have to 'read between the lines' to find the positive, and I have, and here's the lemonade that I've come up
with. Last week word came down that China had become the world's largest "user" of energy, surpassing the USA. It
seems that the growing China "middle class" is quickly expanding - they will work for any wage and they are eager to
work hard to produce a good life, to produce a better life for themselves and their families. All this activity in China,
all this productivity "uses" a lot of oil/coal/nuclearlwind/natural gas/solar/etc energy. They recently signed a huge
contract for Iraq's oil (hey, I thought we had first dibs!) and they are now the largest purchaser of Saudi oil. China has
a population of 1.3 billion people, and currently about 300 million are "middle class" , and another 300 million want
in. For years, they have been the biggest exporter of just about every imaginable product, but now they are realizing
that they need these products for themselves, because their own economy is gaining legitimacy. They want "stuff",
they want to be happy and live an easier life, and they want to be more "like the American's". If feels like they are
copying "the American dream", and China may soon be the financial super power on the planet.

So where's the "GOOD NEWS" in all this? We have the ability to invest in China. It's a huge global financial
network out there. If you think, as I do, that China may grow faster than us, that they may grow faster than just about
any credible economy out there, then we can take advantage of their ambition, and invest in funds, in sectors, in asset
classes, of stocks of Chinese companies. After all, they are a creditor nation and we are a debtor nation - everything
being equal, I'd like to invest in the creditor nation, and not the country that is overloaded in debt.

Another blended idea, another investment thought - if China has passed us as the largest "user" of energy, and their
economy is growing, might they continue to use more and more energy? If the growth rates that I'm reading about are
even close to being accurate, then their need, their want, for more energy is about to jump right off this page. So, let's
invest in oil and oil stocks, in energy and energy stocks. Oil, and natural gas, and coal, and uranium, are all in limited
supply on this planet. And as China ups the ante, and wants more and more of each of them, might they influence the
price of these finite commodities? Remember, everything that I talk about, everything that I write about, is my
opinion, and it's my opinion that investments in well selected Chinese stocks and also in energy stocks, may be a very
profitable place to be.

I have my money invested where my mouth is. Oil is currently trading in a range from $70 to $80 per barrel, and I
don't think it's much of a stretch to think that $100/barrel oil is too far off. (ask T Boone Pickens what he
thinks). China is in a long-term growth mode. These two sectors could be really good over the next 3 years, the next 5
years, the next 10 years and beyond. We're in this for the long haul. Investing is rarely a smooth ride, but in my
humble (experienced) opinion, there is some serious money to be made, and I'd like you to be along to enjoy the
spoils.

Please call my office to set up a time, so that we may discuss how these ideas may work for you.
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Steven N. Moerdyk is a rare Financial Representative who has all three licenses necessary to offer his
ftIII __ clients the entire universe ofinvestments and financial products, with no limitations. From stocks &

bonds, managed portfolios, private REITs and private placements, to annuities and life
insurance. Steve understands that "one shoe does not fit all" and each of his clients has their own unique
desires and goals.

Mr. Moerdyk offers his clients the best of both worlds, with more than 25 years of experience coupled
with a thorough knowledge of investment theory. It's a combination of skill and expertise employed to
position his clients closely to their stated financial objectives. Since establishing his practice in 1985,
Steve has focused on Income Planning and Estate Planning strategies for his clientele.

Steve has been selected as one of "America's Best in Customer Satisfaction" by WJR, Littleton,
Colorado. He, also, was recognized as a "Top Financial Representative" in 2007 and 2008 by Kalos
Capital Management, Alpharetta, Georgia. He and his wife, Annie, have been featured donors by the

Steve & Annie Moerdyk Helen DeVos Children's Hospital Foundation and the Renucci Hospitality House.

Steve and Annie met at Michigan State University. Tbey were married in 1979 and reside on beautiful Lake Bella Vista in
Rockford. They have two children, Carly 26, and Jimmy 21. Carly lives in Miami, FL with her husband Kia. She graduated in May
from New York University School of Medicine and is currently a neurology resident at Jackson Memorial Hospital. Jimmy is a senior
in Michigan State University's Business School, and plans to join in his father's business after graduation.

. Please join Moerdyk Financial, Ine
Monday, September 20, 2010 at Boulder Creek Golf Course.

The Michigan Disability Sports Alliance (MiDSA), and Moerdyk
Financial Inc., are planning a fun day of golf. As many of you know,
Lori in our office, has been a volunteer, a coach, and a board member
for MiDSA for many years. MiDSA puts on a 4-day competitive
sporting event every year at Michigan State University for athletes
with physical disabilities. Moerdyk Financial Inc is sponsoring a golf
outing/fund raiser to help these athletes with disabilities to compete
in sports "by ability, not disability". Come join us on September
20th at Boulder Creek Golf Course -10:00 am shot gun. Cost is $90
per golfer. All proceeds go directly to MiDSA.
Call our office for details. 616- 742-1166

Private Dinner
Tuesday, August 3pt at 6:00 p.m.

Egypt Valley Country Club
7333 Knapp St NE, Ada, MI 49301

This dinner is for guests of our clients. The idea behind the
dinner is for you to be able to bring and introduce your friends
and family to Steve in a non-threatening, light atmosphere.
Steve will give a short talk, offering his idea's on how we might
maneuver through the next (sure to be) tumultuous years of
investing. Each guest will receive, free, the recently released
best selling book by Peter Schiff "How an Economy Grows and
Why it Crashes". In this book, the mysterious world of
economics, becomes easy to understand! A fantastic "must
have" book.
Reservations are required, please call our office 616-742-1166.

Steve with the nextGovernor of Michigan,
Rick Snyder. The other gentleman is
Minnesota Governor, Tim Pawlenty, who
may be the next President of the
United States.

Steve with ex-NBA superstars Steve Smith
(6'9") and Mike Peplowski (even taller!) at
the Steve Smith Charity Challenge.


